
Y9 Food and Nutrition

5 Week Rotation

Online Learning



Lesson 1

Introduction to context sheet – Purpose of eggs in 
our daily diet.

Recipes - booklet

Allergens – what are they?

Homework – set each week.

Knowledge check - SMH



KNOWLEDGE CHECK KNOWLEDGE CHECK

Year 9 Design and Technology  - Food and Nutrition

CONTEXT : To understand the functions of eggs and how they can be used in different ways.

BRIEF Eggs are an everyday cheap protein. Consider different methods of cooking and make 4 different dishes. 

CORE KNOWLEDGE
To develop the skills and techniques learnt in Yr7 +8.

Understanding the functions of eggs.

Understanding specific terminology relating to eggs.

Understanding the properties of eggs.

How to tell if a an egg is fresh. EFFORT

RESEARCHING AND MAKING
EXCELLENT

RESEARCH Read, understand and explain the different properties of eggs.  

GOOD

MAKE Use appropriate techniques/skills in preparation of commodities within 4 egg based dishes.

COASTING

EVALUATE Complete the booklet and provide pictures of the completed dishes.

SERIOUS CONCERN

Skills and techniques covered

refrigeration cracking an egg frying combining baking timing

coating flouring seasoning organisation

binding separating melting whisking cut and fold measuring

bain marie following a recipe writing a timeplan

bridge and claw H&S



EGGS





Allergens & Intolerances
Different foods can affect and cause illnesses, rashes, swelling in 
people. The slide before shows the 14 most common allergens in this 
country. That does not mean that people cannot be allergic to other 
ingredients.

It is important to understand what the basic raw ingredients are that 
make up everyday basic foods. 

Bread is commonly made using wheat flour. Wheat flour contains
gluten – the protein that binds the flour together.

There are other grains that also contain 

Gluten; so people that have a gluten allergy 

or intolerance should avoid all foods that 

contain these grains



Like in the previous slide, any allergen may be present in any
dish. So it is really important to understand what all the ’basic’ 
ingredients are and how we can keep people safe. Below are 
some common examples:

• Lactose intolerant – cannot consume ANY DAIRY products 
made from animal milk.

• Coeliac – cannot consume ANY products containing gluten.

• Egg free – cannot consume products containing ANY type of
egg.

• Nut free – cannot consume ANY products containing Nuts or 
Peanuts.



How to complete the allergen 
page?

1. Look at the first recipe. Write this in the first blank box 
of the L.H column of the allergen page.

2. Go through each ingredient and check whether it is a 
raw ingredient or product. If it is a raw ingredient 
(potato, sweetcorn, oats) you will know straight away if 
it is on the allergen list. If it is a made product (bread, 
jam, pasta) you will have to do some research and find 
out what the main ingredients are – then check against 
the allergen list. 

3. If an allergen is present place a tick in the appropriate 
box. Leave all other boxes blank.

4. Repeat the whole process with the remaining recipes.



Lesson 2:

This week the practical is to make an omelette.

You have been provided with a standard recipe and a timeplan.
Timeplans provide all the extra information you might need if you’ve 
never made an omelette before. Full accurate ingredient list with 
attention to how to prepare each ingredient. Full equipment list so you 
can collect what you need before you start. Timing for each stage, 
Health and Safety tips throughout. Accurate temperature control so 
hopefully you won’t burn it. 

Notice the layout – make sure you understand it as you will have 
to create one when you make the chocolate mousse.







Many salad dressings are made with a mix of oil and vinegar. When they are shaken or 
whisked together, they will mix temporarily and then gradually separate back into 2 
layers as shown here. In order to combine them permanently, as in mayonnaise, an 
EMUSIFIER needs to be added. In mayonnaise, this is an egg yolk. The yolk contains 
LECITHIN which is an emulsifier. This means it will bind oil and water (vinegar in this 
case) together. 

For your theory work this week watch the following film clips and then complete the 
questions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v28rxrAhP0k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7I8GXmpKrVg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v28rxrAhP0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7I8GXmpKrVg


Theory
1.What is an emulsion?

2.What is the function of an emulsifier?

3.Give an example of a natural emulsifier.

4.What is the name of the water loving end of an emulsifier 
molecule?

5.What is the name of the water hating end of an emulsifier 
molecule?

6.Give 3 examples of emulsions.



Lesson 3:

This week the practical is to make a bread and butter 
pudding. You can substitute ingredients e.g. adding 
cinnamon or a variety of dried fruits. 

Instead of plain bread, chocolate pain au 
chocolate/chocolate brioche can be used. They still
need to be sliced. 

Any type of milk (e.g. semi-skimmed, oat, almond etc). 

The cream can be taken out or an alternative used.







Lesson 4:

This week’s practical is scotch 
eggs. Don’t forget to 
complete WWW/EBI for each 
dish.

Remember to take a photo of
your dish to go into your
books.





Theory



FINAL REMINDERS!
• Don’t forget to 

complete WWW/EBI 
for each of your 
dishes.

• Take a photo and
print it off where
possible. Stick photo 
into your books.

• Ensure the allergen 
page is complete for 
all the dishes you 
made.

• All homework must
be dated and
stuck/written into
your books.

• Complete the final
knowledge check on
SMH.



Other websites you mind find useful
Vegan egg making.
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+restaurant+making+vegan+egg&docid
=608030325565096259&mid=CB5B410845B4AABA3CBECB5B410845B4AABA3CBE&vi
ew=detail&FORM=VIRE

Emulsification.
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+how+to+make+mayonnaise&docid=60
8026803645516723&mid=07A6B5D7C94D74E5BB2B07A6B5D7C94D74E5BB2B&view=
detail&FORM=VIRE

Farming.
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+farming+production+of+eggs+uk&doci
d=608032387132295397&mid=A21A591D38385A723B23A21A591D38385A723B23&v
iew=detail&FORM=VIRE

Turning eggs into bouncy balls.
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+egg+experiments+uk&&view=detail&
mid=5F8256AC07343D85E8FE5F8256AC07343D85E8FE&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvi
deos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dvideo%2Begg%2Bexperiments%2Buk%26go%3DSearch%26q
s%3Dds%26form%3DQBVR

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+restaurant+making+vegan+egg&docid=608030325565096259&mid=CB5B410845B4AABA3CBECB5B410845B4AABA3CBE&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+how+to+make+mayonnaise&docid=608026803645516723&mid=07A6B5D7C94D74E5BB2B07A6B5D7C94D74E5BB2B&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+farming+production+of+eggs+uk&docid=608032387132295397&mid=A21A591D38385A723B23A21A591D38385A723B23&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+egg+experiments+uk&&view=detail&mid=5F8256AC07343D85E8FE5F8256AC07343D85E8FE&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dvideo%2Begg%2Bexperiments%2Buk%26go%3DSearch%26qs%3Dds%26form%3DQBVR

